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Abstract: 
This paper examines the early transmission of a specific table layout from Arabic 
sources to Chinese astronomers, and how it was adopted in the parallax correction 
tables in the Huihui lifa (Chinese-Islamic System of Calendrical Astronomy). The 
paper also discusses how, under the influence of European astronomy in the 17
th
 and 
18
th
 centuries, this kind of layout was adopted in the equation tables by the 
compilers of the Chinese national history Mingshi and why they characterized such 
layout as new and “European”. 
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1. Introduction 
The compilation of astronomical tables was a major intellectual enterprise in ancient 
and medieval astronomy, because they were often the best way to transmit precise 
                                                 
1
 This paper is the second half part of a case study on tables' layout transmission which follows 
Matthieu Husson's contribution in this issue, see Matthieu Husson (2014), 103-117. In the first part of 
this study, a description of the so-called "European" layout is given, its origin in Arabic sources is 
studied, and its transmission to Latin sources is examined. 
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information to the readers and to allow them to perform complicated computations 
by simple means. The analysis of tables is an important way to trace the 
transmission of astronomical ideas and computational techniques. José Chabás and 
Bernard R. Goldstein
2
 pointed out that three basic features (purpose, underlying 
parameters and layout) gave rise to hundreds of different tables. Through these 
features we can identify the characterizations of various tables and gain insight into 
the methods and cleverness of the authors. This paper is a case study concerning 
how a particular layout called “European” in 18th century China was transmitted 
twice to China: first from Arabic sources and later from European sources. 
The “European” layout appeared in the astronomical treatises in Chinese national 
history Mingshi. This layout is characterized by the use of a two dimensional and 
double entry array. It was adopted by the compilers of the Mingshi for the equation 
tables in the Huihui lifa. It was characterized then as new and “European”. 
The Huihui lifa was produced by the Ming government (1368-1644) on the basis 
of translated Arabic sources
3
. What is recorded in the Huihui lifa are only 
astronomical tables and very brief explanations of how to use them, so in this sense 
we can call it a typical Zīj.
4
 There are various editions of the Huihui lifa and related 
works surviving from the 14
th
 to the 18
th
 century after its first translation in 1390s 
(see table 1)
5
. While these works are basically identical in terms of method and 
content, many of their tables have been rearranged such that there exist between 
them significant differences in layout. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
2
 José Chabás, Bernard R. Goldstein (2012), xvii. 
3
 For further information on the Huihui lifa in the service of Yuan and Ming Monarchs can refer to Shi 
Yunli's paper in this issue. Shi Yunli (2014) , 41-61. and Yabuuti Kiyosi (1997), pp.11-43 
4
 Yano Michio (2002): pp. 33-43. 
5
 Li Liang (2014),EASTM, forthcoming. 
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Table 1. Different Huihui lifa works: 
 
 
 
no. Text Abbr. Compiler Date 
1 Huihui lifa (Hongwu 
ed.) 
HW-HHLF Yuan Tong ca.1385 
2 Qizheng suan 
waipian
6
 
QZSWP Li Chunzhi & 
Jin Dan 
1444 
3 Huihui lifa (Bei Lin’s 
ed.) 
BL-HHLF Bei Lin 1477 
(rpt. 1569) 
4 Huihui lifa (Xue 
Fengzuo’s ed.) 
XFZ-HHLF Xue Fengzuo 1664 
5 Huihui lifa (Nanjing 
Lib. ed.) 
NJ-HHLF Mei Wending
7
 ca.1710 
6 Huihui lifa in 
Mingshigao 
MSG-
HHLF 
- 1723 
7 Huihui lifa in Mingshi MS-HHLF - 1739 
 
As the Huihui lifa in Mingshi (The History of Ming Dynasty; published 1739) is 
based on the Mingshi gao (Draft for the History of Ming Dynasty; published 1723) 
which is in its turn based on the transcript copy of Huihui lifa preserved in Nanjing 
Library (published ca.1710), we might collectively refer to them as the ‘Mingshi-
series’. At the end of the 16th century, astronomical tables coming from Europe were 
introduced by the Jesuits. New layouts, distinct from traditional Chinese ones, 
became popular. They widely influenced subsequent astronomical tables in China. 
They were used to improve the tables of Huihui lifa such as in the ‘Mingshi-series’ 
and the “European” layout was one of the most significant changes they made. 
                                                 
6
 Qizheng suan waipian (Calculations of the Seven Regulators, the Outer Chapters) in 5 volumes was 
compiled from the Huihui lifa during the reign of King Sejong (1418–1450) of the Korean Chosôn 
dynasty. 
7
 Note that while my researches have led me to the conclusion that NJ-HHLF should be attributed to 
Mei Wending (1633-1721), it has also been attributed to Huang Zongxi (1610-1695) in Tao Peipei 
(2003), pp. 117-127. 
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2. The “European” layout in the early transmission from Arabic sources to China  
According to Benno van Dalen, the earliest Islamic astronomical tables that 
circulated in China can be traced back to two zījs.
8
 The first one is the Sanjufīnī Zīj
9
, 
which is thought to have been copied by an otherwise unknown astronomer al-
Sanjufīnī for the Mongol Viceroy of Tibet in 1366. This manuscript is a collection 
of tables that includes: a librarian’s annotations in Chinese, Tibetan transcriptions of 
month names, and table headings translated into Mongolia.
10
 The second manuscript 
is MS C 2460
11
which is a manuscript containing anonymous Arabic astronomical 
tables. The two manuscripts are distinct works, yet van Dalen concludes that they 
probably derive from a common source. He also believes that the former is atypical 
of Islamic astronomical tables while the tables in this manuscript exhibit significant 
parallels with the Huihui lifa in terms of constants for planetary motion. Eventually 
he conjectures that MS C 2460 was connected with Kublai Khan’s Islamic 
Observatory in Beijing, and that it was one of the sources used in the Chinese 
translation of the Huihui lifa.
12
 
In these two Arabic manuscripts, we can find a table for parallax corrections to be 
used in solar eclipse computations. It includes the numbers which are longitude and 
latitude components of parallax, the slight modifications in geocentric coordinates 
due to a given conjunction of sun and moon being viewed from a point on the earth's 
surface rather than from its center.
13
 The former influences the instant of maximum 
apparent solar eclipse, while the latter influences the magnitude of a solar eclipse. 
This table is presented in both manuscripts according to the same layout viz. the 
layout later identified as “European” in China. Its counterpart can also be found in 
the Chinese Huihui lifa.  
In terms of the layout, BL-HHLF (Bei Lin’s edition of Huihui lifa)
14
 offer double-
argument tables (figure 1)
15
 which are completely identical to the Sanjufīnī Zīj and 
                                                 
8
 Van Dalen, Benno (2002): pp. 19-31. 
9
 Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Arabic 6040. 
10
 Franke (1988), pp. 95-118. 
11
 Institute of Oriental Studies in St. Petersburg, MS C 2460. 
12
 Van Dalen, Benno (2002), pp. 19-31. 
13
 Kennedy  E. S. (1956),pp.33-53. 
14
 Bei Lin's (d. 1490) edition is a 1477 recension of the Huihui lifa  attributed to Bei Lin, the assistant 
director of the Nanjing Astronomical Bureau. 
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MS C 2460 (figure 2). The columns at the far right and left of each table are the 
names and numbers of the zodiacal signs, each representing the beginning of the 
said sign such that “Cancer, sign three” indicates 90º longitude, and “Libra, sign six” 
indicates 180º. The rows at the top and bottom of each table provide the argument of 
time, which is given in one-hour intervals from 04:00 to 20:00. To our knowledge 
this table is the earliest instance of this type of layout in Chinese sources. 
To find the parallax correction corresponding to a specific longitude and hour, 
one simply finds the value located where the appropriate row and column meet. 
There the three corrections are respectively marked shi ‘time’, wei ‘latitude’, and 
jing ‘longitude’ (i.e. time difference, longitude and latitude components 
respectively). The direction in which one reads the table and the positive or negative 
sign of the correction are determined by the object’s position along the ecliptic. For 
example, the BL-HHLF provides the following instructions: 
  
If the solar position at the time of syzygy is in the left seven signs, 
find its shicha, the black characters (numbers) are negatives and 
the white ones are positives; if in the right seven signs, the white 
ones are negatives and the black ones are positives.
16
 
 
The Huihui lifa’s method of using black and white characters to indicate positive 
and negative also comes from Arabic astronomical tables, which use black and red 
ink, respectively, to the same effect. MS C 2460 is particularly interesting in this 
regard: though the table is completely in Arabic, in the bottom left and right corners 
of the table are written “add red” and “subtract red” respectively, indicating in 
Chinese that the red numbers of the left seven signs should be positive numbers and 
vice versa. It is evident that the Huihui lifa have absorbed numerous characteristics 
from Arabic tables, e.g. their symmetrical layout and the use of color to distinguish 
positive and negative numbers. 
 
                                                                                                                              
15
 This table is almost identical to its counterpart in Qizheng suan waipian.  
16
 Bei Lin (ed. 1477), BL-HHLF, vol. 1, f.21r. 
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Figure 1: Parallax tables in Huihui lifa Bei Lin’s version  (Interior Department of 
the National Archives of Japan, rpt. 1569). 
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Figure 2: Parallax tables in Arabic 6040 (Left, Bibliothèque nationale de France) 
and MS C 2460 (Right, Institute of Oriental Studies, St. Petersburg) 
 
Even though the “European” layout can be found in many editions of the Huihui 
lifa since the 15th century, it doesn't mean that it was common in Chinese sources at 
that time. In fact, it is the opposite. The parallax table in Huihui lifa is a unique 
instance of this kind, and it was not widely used in equation tables in which this 
layout could be used.  
The geometrical model by which the equation tables of the Huihui lifa was 
computed seems to have been similar to that of the Almagest
17
 except for Mercury.
18
 
                                                 
17
 Toomer, G. J. (1998). 
18
 Yano Michio (2002): pp. 33-43. Many scholars have proposed derivations of Mercury’s model see : 
Chen Jiujin (1989), pp. 219-229. Yano Michio (2002): pp. 33-43. Yano Michio (1999), pp. 307-315. 
Van Dalen, Benno (1999), 316-329. 
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Here we will only pay attention to the tabular layout and use the “equation table for 
the sun” as a case study in order to show the layout of equation tables in the Huihui 
lifa. 
The “equation table for the sun” is a table for looking up the corrections which, 
according to the Huihui lifa, must be applied to the mean position of the sun in order 
to obtain its true position. In terms of layout and use, the contents of the table are 
divided into four sections according to the sequence of the zodiacal signs (three 
signs per section), and the table runs from top to bottom. Each sign includes two 
values: jiajiancha (the correction), jiajianfen (the interval between the corrections, a 
value used in interpolation). At the top of the table is the zixinggongdu argument 
(the epicyclic mean anomaly), which is given in one-degree intervals from the first 
to the thirtieth degree of each sign (the calculation of fractional angles requires 
linear interpolation) running from right to left, in the traditional direction of Chinese 
writing (see figure 3).  
The use of the table is as follows. Let us say that we must find the correction for a 
zixinggongdu (A) of 3º 30′. First, we find that A is located in the sign 0 of the 
zodiac, and its argument which is composed of an integer 3º (AN)  and a remainder  
30′ (AR). So, first we find the entry AN (3º) on the table to obtain the two values 
under the appropriate column for the said sign: the jiajiancha (DN) 6′6″, the 
jiajianfen (IN) 2′2″. Multiply the remainder AR by the jiajianfen IN and reduce to 
obtain the interpolated value IF. Then, by the same method find the jiajiancha DN+1 
(8′8″) for the entry following AN, AN+1 (4º). Compare DN and DN+1. If DN is greater 
than DN+1, then the value of the correction is  C=DN-IF ; if DN is less than DN+1, then 
C=DN+IF. In this case, because DN (6′6″) is less than DN+1 (8′8″), the correction 
equals 7′7″ (=6′6″ + 1′1″).  
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Figure 3: “equation table for the sun” in the BL-HHLF (left) and a translation of it 
(right)  
 
Thus as a conclusion of the first section of this paper we can say that in the 14
th 
and 15
th
 centuries the “European” layout was introduced into China from Arabic 
sources. Even though it has undergone some adjustment in this process such as 
using black and white characters to indicate addition and subtraction instead of 
using black and red ink. Yet, in the Huihui lifa and before the 18th century, this 
“European” layout was just used in the parallax tables. It is only later, after the 
introduction of European astronomical tables, that the layout came to be more 
widely used especially in the equation tables for planetary motion. 
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3. The adoption of the "European" layout in the Chinese Qing dynasty (1644-1911) 
The Mingshi-series of the Huihui lifa (18th century) bear unmistakable marks of 
European influence in terms of layout and formatting. For example, the “equation 
table for the sun” we have mentioned in BL-HHLF was changed to adopt a 
“European” layout. 
In this table the twelve zodiacal signs are divided in two, with the first six running 
right-to-left across the top of the table, and the last six running left-to-right at its 
bottom. The argument is located on the left and right sides of the table. Above the 
right column is written the character shun ‘forward’ beneath yinshu ‘argument’, 
indicating that its values, which run from 0º to 30º, should be read top-to-bottom. 
Above the left column is written ni ‘reverse’, indicating that its values, also 0º to 
30º, run bottom-to-top (see figure 4). When using the table, one reads from the 
column appropriate to the half of the zodiac in which the argument falls, reading in 
the appropriate direction. Because the values for the two halves of the zodiac are 
symmetrical in the Huihui lifa tables for planetary equation of the center—a result of 
having been calculated from trigonometric functions—the "European" layout allows 
the size of the table to be reduced by half. The table’s entries only include the 
jiajiancha, and the values of them are divided into higher and lower unit parts. 
Unlike the BL-HHLF, this table omits the jiajianfen to save space.  
Let us say, for example, that we need to find the correction for an argument 
zixing gongdu of 3º. First, we determine that 3º is located in the sign 0, and thus the 
first half of the zodiac. So, we read down the entries of sign 0, following the yinshu 
‘argument’ from top-to-bottom, and read the respective minute (“8”) and second 
(“8”) values to arrive at 8′ 8″. 
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Figure 4: “Equation table for the sun” in the MS-HHLF  (left) and a translation of it 
(right)    
 
The most conspicuous characteristic of the Mingshi-series is the European 
influence evident in its tables, especially the use of “European” layout. Again, this is 
quite distinct from traditional tabular layouts in terms of directionality and 
formatting. The NJ-HHLF attaches the following small-character explanation to this 
table:  
 
The original edition presented each item—sign, degree, minute, 
and second—in vertical writing. Here we follow the Western 
Ocean (European) method, separating them into different lines that 
are to be read horizontally. Each cell is divided into two places, 
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with the tens on the right and the units on the left—this is the 
abbreviated method, and similarly elsewhere.
19
 
 
At the same time the reading-direction is changed from vertical to horizontal, the 
entries of the original book—written out in the form “sign A, degree B, minute D, 
second E”—are changed to numbers representing higher and lower units and placed 
in different cells.  
It is clear that the “European” layout was, with the sole exception of the 
aforementioned parallax correction tables, not a feature common to Ming-era Huihui 
lifa works but a product of later Jesuit influence in China. 
The European mathematical and astronomical tables were introduced to China by 
Western missionaries and the Chinese scholars who worked with them since the end 
of the 16
th
 century. Special attention needs to be devoted to the new type of tables 
and new layouts that can be seen in China in this period. The earliest table with 
"European" layout introduced by Western missionaries can be traced back to a 
trigonometric table (actually a sine table). This table was prepared by Matteo Ricci 
(1552-1610) and his Chinese disciple Li Zhizao (1565-1630) for the biebian (third 
part) of the Tongwen suanzhi (A Guide to Arithmetic in Common Language) 
20
 in 
ca. 1610. It uses a radius of 10,000,000 and is probably linked to the works of 
Christopher Clavius (1537-1612) who was once the teacher of Matteo Ricci. (see 
figure 5) 
                                                 
19
 cf. Tao Peipei (2003), p. 119. 
20
This part of Tongwen suanzhi is an unfinished and unpublished manuscript, now preserved at the 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, see BNF. Chinois 4862. 
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Figure 5: Christopher Clavius's sine table from Astrolabium (Left) and sine table in 
Tongwen suanzhi (Right, Bibliothèque Nationale de France copy, Chinois 4862) 
The similar sine table can be found in several works of Christophern Clavius such as 
Tabule Sinuum, Tangentium Et Secantium, Ad partes radij 10,000,000 (1607). 
Astrolabium (1593), Opera Mathematica (1611).   
 
Shortly after this sine table, the "European" layout was used in other situations. In 
1629, Xu Guangqi (1562-1633) organized a project to compile the Chongzhen lishu 
(Treatises on the Astronomy of the Chongzhen Reign-period [1628-1644]; hereafter 
CZLS). This project involved Chinese scholars (Li Zhizao and Li Tianjing (1579-
1659) and members of the Jesuit mission to China, (Nicholas Longobardi (1559-
1654), Giacomo Rho (1593-1638), Johann Schreck (1576-1630), Johann Adam 
Schall von Bell (1591-1666)). Finished in 1634, the CZLS would become one of the 
age’s most important introductions to European astronomy. Unfortunately, 
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conservative pressure at the court kept the Ming government from enacting 
astronomical reform until 1643, at the very brink of its oblivion. In order to maintain 
the Jesuit mission’s place in the Chinese Astronomical Bureau, Schall von Bell 
subsequently renamed the work Xiyang xinfa lishu (Treatises on Calendrical 
Astronomy according to the New Methods from the Western Ocean, hereafter 
XYXFLS) and presented it to the newly established Qing court. Later, in 1713 and 
1738, Jesuit astronomers compiled another two works on the basis of it. 
The tables in the CZLS and XYXFLS widely use the "European" layout, and with 
only slight differences from the Mingshi-series in two regards. First, they have in 
effect been rotated 90º, such that the zodiacal signs run down the right edge of the 
table, and the arguments across the top and bottom. Second, the data are abbreviated 
to the place-value, rather than written out, but are written vertically following 
tradition (see figure 6). 
 
Figure 6: “Equation table for the sun”in the CZLS , Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, Chinois 4959. 
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The first Huihui lifa work to switch to the use the European layouts in its equation 
tables was Xue Fengzuo’s, which has been collected in his Lixue huitong 
(Compendium of Mathematical Astronomy). Originally titled Tianbu zhenyuan 
(True Principles for the Pacing of Heaven), the Lixue huitong was a joint translation 
by Xue and his teacher, the Polish Jesuit Nikolaus Smogulecki (1611-1656). The 
work was finished in 1664. Shi Yunli has identified this as a translation of the 
Belgian astronomer Philip von Lansberge’s (1561-1632) Tabulae motuum 
coelestium perpetuae of 1632, making this the earliest introduction of Copernican 
tables to China.
21
 In addition to introducing the state of the field in Europe, the 
Lixue huitong collects the Chinese traditional Datong li（Great union calendrical 
system) and Huihui lifa. The tables of the latter are reorganized according to 
European layouts.  
In terms of date, the MSG-HHLF and MS-HHLF were published in 1723 and 
1739 respectively, the NJ-HHLF was produced around the beginning of the 
eighteenth century, and the earliest Huihui lifa to utilize the European layout in 
equation tables was the XFZ-HHLF of 1664. All of these postdate the 
aforementioned works on European astronomy, and the NJ-HHLF frequently 
introduces such tables with the expression “here we use the Western Ocean style of 
tables”
22
. Therefore, we may conclude that the European layout of the Mingshi-
series Huihui lifa was inspired by European works and Xue Fengzuo’s approach to 
tabular layout.  
One reason for which this layout was borrowed in the Huihui lifa of the Mingshi-
series is its spatial economy. Thus it was easier to use in a history book to record an 
abandoned astronomical system. In the note of its "equation table for the sun", the 
MS-HHLF mentions that the reason for switching to the "European” layout was that: 
 
The epicyclic mean anomaly (zixing gongdu) is the argument 
(yinshu). In the original edition, the signs were placed at the head 
of each column and the degrees were listed in the top row, laying 
out thirty degrees for each sign, within each of which were listed 
jiajiancha and jiajianfen. The jiajianfen is the difference between 
                                                 
21
 Shi Yunli (2000), pp 83-91. 
22
 cf. Tao Peipei (2003), p. 119. 
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the jiajiancha of that and the next degree. We omit this here, listing 
only the jiajiancha numbers. Listing the sign-argument in the top 
row and the degrees at the head of each column allows the table to 
be read forwards and backwards, such that it is succinct to look 
through and one always finds the right number. The lunar and 
planetary correction tables have [also] been organized according to 
this principle (Mingshi, 38.8a) 
 
Another reason for using this layout and characterizing it as “European” is the 
nondiscrimination between Arabic and Western astronomy in the mind of many 
scholars of the time. For many early-Qing scholars, the distinction between the 
“Western Regions” (Xiyu; i.e. Islam) and the “Extreme West” (Jixi), “Far West” 
(Yuanxi), and “Great West” (Taixi) that came later was somewhat nebulous. 
Furthermore, many believed that European and Islamic astronomy shared a common 
origin and were substantially the same. While the Chinese may have been unclear 
about the differences between Arab and European astronomy, they did have a 
correct understanding of the common origin of their traditions of astronomy. This 
also makes sense that they would combine the two.
23
 
Though in different times and circumstances, the contributors of the astronomical 
treatises in Mingshi such as Xue Fengzuo, Huang Zongxi, and Mei Wending all had 
broad contact with missionaries, backgrounds in Western astronomy, and favorable 
opinions of its merits. Add to this that the European layout offered space-saving 
advantages and the genetic relationship between Islamic and European traditions of 
astronomy, and it is easy to understand why the compilers of the MS-HHLF adopted 
this "European" layout with Islamic tables.  
 
4. Concluding remarks 
Early Arabic parallax correction tables in China have allowed us to show that the 
later called “European” layout was introduced into China in the process of 
transmission and translation of Huihui lifa, even though its layout had undergone 
some adjustment. Yet this layout is uncommon and was not adopted in other tables 
such as equation tables in the Huihui lifa before the Jesuits popularized it after the 
16
th
 century in China. 
                                                 
23
  See Li Liang (2014), EASTM, forthcoming. 
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Matteo Ricci and his Chinese disciple Li Zhizao introduced a sine table with a 
“European” layout in China based on the works of Christopher Clavius. This layout 
was actually also widely used in European astronomy tables at that time period. In 
1629, Xu Guangqi, Li Zhizao and Li Tianjin began to compile the Chongzhen lishu 
through the combined efforts of the members of the Jesuit mission to China. The 
“European” layout started to be more and more frequently used and it was also 
adopted in the Jesuits' subsequent works. 
While the Qing government abandoned Islamic astronomy, people like Xue 
Fengzuo recorded the Huihui lifa in books for the sake of preservation. Once a 
student of European astronomy under the Polish Jesuit missionary Nikolaus 
Smogulecki, Xue Fengzuo was the first to recompile the Huihui lifa tables with a 
“European” layout. Then, when the Qing government set about compiling the 
Mingshi, the book borrowed the layout built upon Xue’s work because of its space-
saving advantages. Unclear about the relationship and distinction between Arabic 
and European astronomy, the compilers and editors of Mingshi characterized this 
layout as “European”. 
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